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Descriptive Summary
Title: Palm Haven Tract Association Records
Dates: 1918-1934
Collection Number: 1981-17
Creator/Collector: Palm Haven Tract Association (San Jose, Calif.)
Extent: .5 linear feet
Repository: History San Jose Research Library
San Jose, California 95112
Abstract: Records of the Palm Haven Tract Association, an organization of early residents in the historic subdivision of Palm Haven on the southern edge of San Jose.
Language of Material: English
Access
Open to the public for research by appointment.
Publication Rights
Please contact History San Jose's Research Library for information on publication and reproduction.
Preferred Citation
Palm Haven Tract Association Records. History San Jose Research Library
Acquisition Information
Donated to the San Jose Historical Museum in 1981
Biography/Administrative History
Palm Haven was developed on the southern edge of San Jose in the early 20th century as an incorporated city and planned neighborhood. It featured extensive palm tree plantings, with many homes designed by architect Frank D. Wolfe, and large garden lots. Property owners were also part owners in an incorporated entity responsible for all the public spaces of the development, funded by a tax levy. Palm Haven voted to be annexed into the city of San Jose in 1922. It was declared a Historic Conservation Area in 1987.
Scope and Content of Collection
Records of the Palm Haven Tract Association, an organization of early property owners in the historic subdivision of Palm Haven on the southern edge of San Jose. Includes minutes, cash book, and bank statements.
Indexing Terms
Planned communities--California
Homeowners' associations
Nineteen twenties
Palm Haven (San Jose, Calif.)
checkbooks
minute books
ledgers (account books)
bank statements
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